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March 31, 2015

Dear Halifax Transit staff:

It’s More than Buses (IMTB) has been working for four years to build support for a fast, frequent and reliable 
transit system for Halifax. We support a high-quality transit network that serves high numbers of riders simply 
and efficiently and contributes to achieving the vision for the Halifax region described in HRM’s Regional Plan. 
IMTB is the voice of residents interested in high-frequency transit as well as a wide range of stakeholders that 
publicly endorse our Essential Elements of Good Transit (itsmorethanbuses.com) as Transit Champions (see 
Appendix A).

We strongly support Halifax Transit’s four Moving Forward Principles. Those principles were the product of Halifax 
Transit’s extensive public consultation in the fall of 2013, and they should be applied robustly to a redesigned 
transit network. Those principles are:

• Increase the proportion of resources dedicated to high ridership services;
• Build a simplified, transfer based system;
• Invest in service quality and reliability;
• Give transit increased priority in the transportation network.

IMTB believes that Halifax Transit’s proposal is an important and necessary first step toward a transit network 
that satisfies these principles. In particular, IMTB strongly supports Halifax Transit’s proposal to concentrate 
service on busy Corridor Routes, and feels that these routes will be an important step toward high-quality transit 
that residents can depend on.

IMTB urges Council to pass Halifax Transit’s proposal with the following improvements to key areas of the draft 
plan:

• The corridors need more service and higher frequencies, especially at midday;
• The proposed network still includes too much overlapping service. That overlap should be reduced;
• The proposal is not nearly bold enough in its plans for transit priority measures. Council and municipal staff 

must start planning for dramatically increased transit priority infrastructure;
• The proposed network needs better crosstown connections;
• The proposed network should consolidate stops to improve transit speed;
• The proposal must be implemented faster than Halifax Transit plans to, and it must be implemented all at once.

One final, critical point: Halifax Transit’s proposal offers no explicit vision of how public transit can serve the 
goals of Halifax’s Regional Plan or secondary plans such as the Downtown Halifax Municipal Planning Strategy 
(HRMbyDesign) or the forthcoming Centre Plan. This is an unfortunate missed opportunity. IMTB believes that 
a transit network that satisfies the four Moving Forward Principles will be a transit network that supports the 
Regional Plan’s goal of 16% of work trips being made by public transit. Fully implementing the Moving Forward 
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Principles is also critical to achieving the Downtown MPS’ goal of public transit progressing “into a whole new 
level of public acceptability by making its use vastly more convenient and treating users as customers with much 
improved levels of service.” In what follows, we will highlight several ways Halifax Transit’s proposal should be 
improved to better support those goals.

TRANSIT CORRIDORS: A KEY FIRST STEP     
The centerpiece of Halifax Transit’s proposal is its ten Corridor Routes. They are regional routes that run along 
main streets, connecting many neighbourhoods to important destinations, like downtowns, hospitals, universities 
and Burnside Industrial Park. The plan currently devotes 50% of resources to these corridors. Over 175,000 
people live within 500 metres of a corridor, which is almost 60% of Halifax’s urban population. 

The Corridor Routes are a solid improvement over the many routes they replace. In general, the corridors: 

• Have much less overlap;
• Are straighter, and therefore faster;
• Provide more frequent service;
• Simplify transferring.

The following Corridor Routes will run fifteen minutes or better, all day:

Route 1 - Spring Garden;

Route 5 - Portland;

Route 6 - Woodside;

Route 7 - Peninsula;

Route 9 - Spryfield;

Route 10 - MicMac.

This will give thousands of people riding transit frequent, all day service. It bears emphasis that the new frequent 
corridors are all routes that originate outside the Halifax peninsula. Spryfield, Central Dartmouth, Downtown 
Dartmouth and Woodside will all gain high-quality service, all day. This will cut wait times and make transfers 
easier. It will be a huge gain for students and people working in retail or sales. Many people need to ride the bus 
in the middle of the day, and better frequency helps people travel easily. 

More frequency and better service should also attract new riders to these already busy routes. Less wait time 
means a more attractive service, and less need to check a schedule. More people will choose transit on these 
critical corridors. 
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IMPROVEMENTS THAT ARE REQUIRED TO MEET THE MOVING FORWARD PRINCIPLES
While the corridors will be a significant improvement over Halifax Transit’s current system, we believe the proposal 
still needs several major improvements to fully implement the Moving Forward Principles.

1. The Corridor Routes require more resources and better frequency throughout the day. 
IMTB believes the corridors need more service. The corridors are the most important routes in the system, but do 
not receive their share of resources: they are within a quick five to ten minute walk from almost 60% of the urban 
population, and will replace routes that already serve 65% of all of Halifax Transit’s riders. Yet in Halifax Transit’s 
plan, the corridors will receive only 50% of resources.

One of the four Moving Forward Principles guiding this network redesign is to focus resources on high ridership 
services. More service would allow more frequency, which would make the routes more attractive and make 
transferring easier. Increasing midday service on the current route 7, for example, resulted in a 21% ridership 
increase. The route 7 was already one of the busiest routes in the network. Similarly, many more people started 
riding the route 1 when frequency was increased. These results strongly suggest that providing all day high-
frequency service on all of the corridor routes will encourage ridership.

However, in Halifax Transit’s current proposal, the 2 Main, 3 Crosstown, 4 Lacewood and 8 Sackville would not 
provide 15 minute service all day, every day. To function as true frequent corridors, these routes need more 
resources. 

If a rider is required to transfer from a bus with 20 minute midday frequencies to a bus with 30 minute midday 
frequencies, that is a trip that’s no longer attractive to take by transit. Low midday frequencies on corridor routes 
undermine the usefulness of the corridors as a transfer-based network, and will discourage ridership. For that 
reason, low midday frequencies on the corridors contradict the Moving Forward Principles.

The corridors should form a frequent, all day, transfer-based network. Frequent service on all the corridors would 
mean that 175,000 residents could reach almost any major destination with a short walk and one transfer -- some 
riders with a short walk, a quick wait and no transfers. Crosstown trips to major hospitals, schools, universities, 
retail areas and office parks would be dramatically easier. Thousands of current transit riders would have much 
shorter waits, and thousands of people near main corridors would have easier access to tens of thousands of 
jobs. All day frequent service is nothing short of liberating for people riding transit.

2. The network must be further simplified. 
The proposal still includes significant overlap. Overlap is service that could be better used somewhere else. 

Corridors. Corridor routes overlap needlessly on Lacewood Drive and North Street in Halifax. We have attached 
a map showing our preferred changes that would straighten corridor routes and reduce overlap.

Local Routes. Proposed local routes, for example the 14 and 28, overlap several corridor routes. In Dartmouth 
the local routes 58, 61, 63, 67, 68 and 72 create considerable redundancies and their routing is not in line with 
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the ideal of simple routing. Route 63, for example, starts in Portland Hills and ends in Penhorn, a route that is 
already served by the Corridor Route 5.

More generally, not every neighbourhood needs local service directly to and through Downtown Halifax. Rather, 
every neighbourhood needs a local connection to the network of corridors, which will take riders to most 
destinations in the urban core of the region, including downtown.

Link Routes. Additionally, there are 20 Link Routes, many of which overlap Corridor Routes. Portland Street, for 
example, will see 15 buses per hour during the morning and afternoon peaks. (By contrast, Woodland Avenue 
will have only six buses per hour at peak.) In Downtown Halifax, 6 Link Routes travel from Scotia Square toward 
the Institutional District (Dalhousie, Capital Health and the IWK). Scotia Square is already served by multiple 
Corridor Routes that connect to the Institutional District. 

Simplifying the network further is one way to free up additional service that can be re-invested into frequent 
service on the major corridors. 

3. The plan must be much bolder about transit priority. 
Transit Priority Measures (TPMs) are any infrastructure that gives transit a way ahead of cars and past traffic. 
TPMs include a range of measures, from short queue-jump lanes at lights, through reversible transit lanes, and 
on to full transit-only lanes in both directions.

One of the four Moving Forward Principles guiding this plan is to give transit more priority in the roadway network. 
This will be essential for achieving the Regional Plan’s goal of increasing transit’s modal share to 16% of work 
trips. Transit priority makes trips faster and more reliable. For that reason, it is indispensable for high-quality 
transit that is an attractive choice for many people. What is more, permanent TPM infrastructure on Corridor 
Routes will tell residents, businesses, and developers that the corridors will provide the highest-quality service 
over the long term. High quality transit routes -- with permanent infrastructure -- can help direct development and 
further support the goals of the Regional Plan. 

Unfortunately, other than the Metro Link routes, buses that each carry dozens of people are now given the same 
level of priority as cars in our road network.

This has to change: there is simply too little road space to move everyone by private car. TPMs will cost money, 
and could be disruptive in the short term, but we need to invest in the right infrastructure. Certainly, the cost and 
disruption of road widening is not worth the marginal additional car capacity. Consequently, IMTB believes that 
any road upgrades that add capacity within the Urban Transit Service Boundary should add capacity exclusively 
for people using transit or people in carpools. 

Halifax Transit’s proposal is a chance to start planning that infrastructure. But in its current draft, the proposal is 
a huge missed opportunity. The plan promises to give transit more priority in the transportation network, but fails 
to provide a plan to get there. Instead the goals are to support short-term TPM implementation (which is already 
ongoing), to create a long-term TPM plan, and to try and integrate low-cost TPMs with other capital projects. This 
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falls well short of the dramatic, pressing need for transit priority on high-quality transit corridors.  

A real plan must start by targeting the chokepoints. Buses predictably fall off schedule on Bayers Road, the 
Bridges, the Bedford Highway, the Fairview Overpass, Joe Howe and the Rotary. Often, buses run late in both 
directions, since the same vehicle has to do several runs and falls behind. Buses run late -- in both directions 
-- on Bayers Road. But Halifax Transit’s plan does not propose a transit-only or transit and carpool lane to move 
buses past congestion. Instead, the plan proposes to move Corridor Routes off Bayers Road, despite the fact 
that Bayers Road in a critical regional artery. Surely, this is the tail wagging the dog.

There is simply no way to provide quality transit to areas like Fairview, Clayton Park, Spryfield and Dartmouth 
without TPMs to get buses quickly through regional chokepoints. Other than the rail cut, there are no obvious, 
cost-effective corridors that transit can use. To connect most of our residents to jobs and services, we will have 
to use the roads we have. 

The current delays that people riding transit face are unacceptable, and attracting new riders means buses have 
to move quickly and on time. More people riding transit means more revenue, less strain on roads and less 
pollution. On top of that, buses running quickly cost less to operate over the same distance. Transit priority is 
efficient, attractive and environmentally friendly. 

Council and municipal staff must start to immediately plan major, on-street transit priority measures. Halifax 
needs to spend more money on infrastructure to benefit the thousands upon thousands of people trying to make 
it past a small number of chokepoints. A bold investment of money and road space would transform transit’s 
speed and reliability. Only such a bold investment can meet the Moving Forward Principles’ commitment to 
transit priority.

4. The network needs a North End crosstown connection.
Only one Corridor Route runs crosstown, across the Regional Centre. Crosstown routes are critical for people 
travelling to peripheral locations. One major gap in Halifax Transit’s proposal is a route connecting the North End 
of Halifax to Burnside. Such a route would provide a more direct route to this major destination for many bus 
riders. A North End crosstown on Bayers Road, Young Street and Massachusetts Avenue would cross the 7, 4 
and 2, providing thousands of riders from Mainland North and the Halifax Peninsula with one-transfer trips to 
Burnside and the North End of Dartmouth. 

IMTB suggests Bayers Road be considered for a high-quality, limited stop service connecting the North End of 
Halifax to the Highfield Terminal and Burnside, via the MacKay Bridge. 

IMTB believes that the absence of a transit corridor on Bayers Road is a major hole in the network. While this can 
be fixed in the future, this gap underlines the need for more transit priority. High quality routes are being removed 
from Bayers Road - a critical regional corridor - in the short term because traffic makes them unreliable and slow. 
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5. The plan must be rolled out faster.
Better service needs to happen now, not in two to five years. IMTB is asking Regional Council to provide Halifax 
Transit with more resources, so these changes happen immediately. 

The current system wastes an immense amount of resources on overlapping, poorly performing routes. Inefficient 
routes costs Halifax Transit directly, through lower fare revenues. Halifax Transit predicts the new system will 
have 8-10% higher ridership, which would increase revenue by over $2.75 million dollars a year. Providing 
additional resources upfront will help Halifax Transit quickly increase ridership and fare revenue: a small increase 
in resources now will be repaid quickly in new riders and new fares. 

IMTB also recommends that the proposed system be implemented all at once, rather than being implemented in 
the piecemeal way that Halifax Transit’s plan proposes. The current system is overly complex and confusing for 
users. Implementing some parts of the new, proposed network while leaving other parts of the current system 
unchanged will only add to the confusion. To have these changes on-going for two to five years will be intolerably 
confusing. IMTB strongly urges Halifax Transit and Council to make these changes happen faster, so the system 
will not be continually disrupted for years.

Thank you for your careful consideration of our response to the draft Moving Forward Together Plan. We look 
forward to the next iteration of the plan and rapid implementation of the high-quality transit system Halifax needs 
and deserves.

Sincerely,

Sean Gillis, Chair, It’s More Than Buses

On behalf of the It’s More Than Buses team.

About It’s More than Buses
It’s More than Buses (IMTB) is a grassroots initiative that has advocated for improved public transit in Halifax 
since 2011. IMTB believes that transit discussions must move beyond the mode of transportation to ideas like 
transit priority, frequency, reliable service, and well-designed, user-friendly routes.

Learn more at itsmorethanbuses.com.
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APPENDIX A: IMTB Transit Champions
The IMTB Essential Elements of Good Transit are endorsed by the following Transit Champions:

• Downtown Halifax Business Commission
• Main Street Dartmouth Business Improvement Association
• Ecology Action Centre
• Canadian Association of Retired Persons (CARP), Nova Scotia Chapter
• Our HRM Alliance
• Fusion Halifax
• Planning & Design Centre
• Dalhousie Student Union Sustainability Office
• Urban Perspectives (Urban Planning and Architecture Practice)
• Dalhousie Society of Undergraduate Planners
• Saint Mary’s University Faculty Union
• The Hub
• Halifax Cycling Coalition
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APPENDIX B: IMTB proposed changes to Corridor Routes
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